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Résumé : Les proesseurs supersalaires atuels implémentent des hemins de données64-bit pour exéuter les instrutions d'un programme, indépendamment de la taille desopérandes. Notre analyse indique toutefois que la plupart des exéutions omportent unefration onsidérable (40%) en opérations tronquées ; -à-d. les instrutions manipulant ex-lusivement des opérandes et des résultats de petite dimension. Nous avons aussi remarquéque les opérations tronquées sont bien distribuées au ours d'une exéution. Cette étudeexploite es propriétés pour maîtriser la omplexité des proesseurs supersalaires. Pour efaire, nous proposons une miroarhiteture lusterisée (WPM) pour déoupler le traitementdes opérations tronquées de elui des autres instrutions du programme. Nous partitionnonsainsi le proesseur entre deux lusters : un luster 64-bit exéutant les opérations 64-bit,load/store et omplexes, et un luster 16-bit traitant les opérations 16-bit. Considérant lespropriétés relatives aux opérations tronquées, nous montrons que révéler es dernières aumatériel est su�sant pour maintenir l'équilibrage des harges et minimiser les ommuni-ations entre les lusters. Le modèle WPM réduit e�aement la omplexité de plusieursomposants ritiques du proesseur : �hier de registres, réseau de bypass. Ce modèle ré-duit aussi la omplexité du réseau d'interonnexion ar le luster 16-bit peut uniquementpropager des données 16-bit. Nous examinons di�érentes on�gurations du WPM en dis-utant de leurs ompromis. Nous évaluons une heuristique spéulative pour distribuer lesinstrutions vers les lusters. Une analyse détaillée de la omplexité indique que le mod-èle WPM réduit la onsommation et la surfae de siliium ave un impat minimal sur lesperformanes.Mots lés : Complexité matérielle, onsommation életrique, proesseur supersalaire,miroarhiteture lusterisée, �hier de registres, opérations tronquées, préditeur de largeur



WPM 31 IntrodutionInrease in proessor performane is strongly orrelated to exploiting large ILP and sus-taining fast lok rates. Although proessor designers have been able to keep up with thisperformane growth during the past few deades, it now beomes inreasingly hallenging todo so without overoming several major obstales. Among these, the impat of wire delays[12℄ is expeted to prevail as devie features beome smaller. Other major fators that pre-lude yielding higher lok frequenies inlude the physial register �le, the bypass network,the wakeup and the seletion logi [21℄. In addition, as the omplexity of these struturesinreases dramatially with larger issue widths, the impat on power onsumption and areaalso appears to be a serious matter.Researhers have proposed a large number of solutions to overome the aforementionedissues. Some studies have onsidered partitioning the hardware resoures into lusters ofomputational units to redue the overall omplexity [21, 9, 1℄. In these studies, the parti-tioning is ditated by the need to break the omplexity growth fator of the ritial ompo-nents by reduing their sizes. Hene, the resulting lusters have simpler strutures, therebyenabling fast lok rates. However, a major bottlenek with this approah is the interonnetfabri used to ommuniate data between lusters. This interonnet fabri is relatively slowand dissipates a large amount of power [19℄. It is therefore desirable to minimize the numberof inter-luster ommuniations while also keeping the workload among lusters balaned.Other studies have onsidered a areful design of the ritial proessor omponents toredue this omplexity. These studies are mainly direted by empirial analysis made onruntime data, suh as the seminal observation made by Brooks et al. [4℄ that most applia-tions only need part of the full datapath-width to exeute. Several optimizations have beenproposed whih exploit this narrow-width operand property of programs to redue poweronsumption [4, 24, 5, 14℄ or to improve performane [8, 17, 25, 18, 20℄. While they doatually help reduing the omplexity of ertain ritial proessor omponents (e.g. the reg-ister �le), quantifying their impat on the overall miroarhiteture is more di�ult. Thisis beause many of these proposals feature omplex implementations, sometimes requiringmajor hanges to the hardware.This paper proposes to make e�ient use of the available silion by exploring new pos-sibilities of partitioning a miroarhiteture based on narrow-width data. Central to ourapproah is the observation that the ourrene of narrow-width operations, i.e. instrutionsexlusively omprising narrow-width operands, and the other program instrutions is rela-tively balaned and highly interleaved aross a omplete program run. We observed thisprogram property on the MediaBenh and SPEC2000 benhmarks. Beause of the relativeprevalene of these narrow-width operations in programs, about 40% of the instrutionsexhibit this property for the onsidered benhmarks, we suggest to use a width-partitionedmiroarhiteture (WPM) to master the hardware omplexity of supersalar proessors. Ina WPM, we resort to partitioning to deouple the treatment of the narrow-width operationsfrom that of the other program instrutions. This provides the bene�t of greatly simplifyingthe design of the ritial proessor omponents in eah luster (e.g. the register �le) as noadditional hardware is required for managing eah type of instrution; yet, the interleav-PI no1742



4 Roheouste, Pokam & Sezneing of the two instrution types balanes the workload among the lusters. We also showthat WPM redues the omplexity of the interonnet fabri. In fat, sine lusters withnarrow-width datapath an only ommuniate narrow-width data, the datapath-width of theinteronnet fabri is signi�antly redued, yielding orresponding saving of the interonnetpower and area. We present an e�ient design of WPM, disussing various implementationhoies inluding steering heuristis to distribute instrutions among the lusters and a de-tailed analysis of the omplexity fators a�eting the performane, power and area. Ouromplexity analysis shows that using a WPM arhiteture instead of a lassial 64-bit 2-luster miroarhiteture an indeed save power and silion area with only a minimal impaton the overall performane.The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 elaborates on the motiva-tions of this work, providing some intuitive observations about the rationale of our approah.WPMs are desribed in detailed in Setion 3, while their omplexity analysis is disussedin Setion 4. The instrutions steering mehanism is presented in Setion 5.2. Results arepresented in Setion 6, while Setion 7 disusses the related work. We onlude in Setion8.2 MotivationsIn reent works, several authors [4, 18, 24, 8℄ have pointed out the large availability ofnarrow-width data within ompute-intensive integer and multimedia programs. To exploitthis program property, various de�nitions of the operations exeuting with narrow-widthoperands have been assumed; depending on their appliation to the arhiteture. Brooks etal. [4℄ have quali�ed a narrow-width operation as an instane where both soure operandsan be represented with fewer than 16 bits, whereas Pokam et al. [24℄ onsidered the basi-blok granularity to de�ne narrow-width regions in a program. We formulate a di�erentassumption that onsiders a narrow-width operation to be an operation where no operandexeeds 16 bits, inluding the destination operand.Charaterizing narrow-width operations We have quanti�ed the number of our-renes of these narrow-width operations aross the Mediabenh and the SPEC2000 benh-marks. Our bitwidth analysis is exlusively devoted to operations proessed through theinteger funtional unit, inluding the address alulation. Operations that exeute withnarrow-width operands in the two's omplement form are also onsidered. Figure 1 reportsthe lassi�ation and the distribution of the integer operations using narrow-width operands.As a onvention, we note N for a narrow-width operand and F for a full-width operand. Weuse a 3-letter notation for ategorizing an operation: the two leading letters represent thewidth type of the soure operands and the last letter is the width type of the result. For in-stane, NFN stands for an operation whih proesses a narrow-width an a full-width soureoperands and produes a narrow-width result. For the monadi operations, we onsider thatall of the soure operands feature the same width.
Irisa



WPM 5

Figure 1: Classi�ation and distribution of integer operations using narrow-width data.We observe from Figure 1 that a signi�ant part of the integer exeution is devotedto the narrow-width operations (NNN), about 40%. These results orroborate the priorobservations made by Brooks regarding the prevalene of narrow-width data for the integeroperations. This suggests a sheme that deouples the proessing of narrow-width operationsonto dediated narrow operators. This would redue signi�antly the omplexity of ertainproessor omponents lying on the ritial path. In this study, we advoate the use ofdeoupling the proessing of narrow-width operations onto dediated narrow-width lusters,where one or more lusters feature a narrow datapath-width. We refer suh a partitionedmodel as a width-partitioned miroarhiteture (WPM). As for a onventional partitionedarhiteture, a WPM alls for a proper steering mehanism to distribute the narrow-widthoperations. It is ruial for both performane and power that the steering heuristis balanethe workload among lusters while minimizing inter-luster ommuniations.Inter-luster ommuniations Figure 1 also provides an estimate of the average numberof ommuniations that take plae within a WPM. An inter-luster ommuniation in WPMan be triggered if an operation onsumes a narrow-width value produed in a remote luster(e.g. NNF, NFN, NFF) or if it produes a narrow-width value that must be propagated toa remote luster (e.g. NFN, FFN). As shown in Figure 1, this onerns roughly 20% of theinteger operations. For a WPM, this might translate into the worst-ase senario where oneoperation out of �ve triggers an inter-luster ommuniation. However, this is a maximalbound sine this is strongly orrelated with the narrow-width operations distribution and thedata dependeny among operations, i.e. not all the narrow-width operations have a datadependeny with the other larger width program instrutions. Our result setion indeedshows that the number of inter-luster ommuniations is far below this bound.
PI no1742



6 Roheouste, Pokam & Sezne

Figure 2: Distane between narrow-width operations and the other program instrutions atruntime.Workload balane Another relevant task for the instrutions steering mehanism is toguarantee a good workload balane among lusters. We have approximated the workloadbalane that a WPM might be subjet to as follows. For eah operation, we have olletedthe distane separating a narrow-width operation from the next operation that exeuteswith larger data. Figure 2 displays the mean of the most frequent distanes observed overall benhmark appliations at runtime. The standard deviation aross appliations is alsoreported and reveals the strong orrelation of narrow-width distribution between applia-tions. Another phenomenon illustrated in Figure 2 is the dominane of short distanes atruntime. This may be due to the fat that we also inluded address alulations whihfrequently soliit the full datapath-width. This might therefore mean that ourrenes ofnarrow-width operations are highly interleaved with the other operations in program exeu-tion. From a WPM viewpoint, this means that a simple steering heuristi may be able toahieve a balaned workload.3 Width-partitioned MiroarhitetureMost integer and multimedia appliations exhibit a large fration of narrow-width operationsthat are also well distributed aross the exeution. To take advantage of this programproperty, we examine a novel partitioned arhiteture that an e�iently operate on narrow-width operations as well as on the other program instrutions, with redued omplexity. Werefer to this novel partitioned organization as width-partitioned miroarhiteture (WPM).This setion desribes the implementation of suh a 4-way WPM design. One an easilyonsider saling up this design to larger issue-width. To do so will require some modi�ationsto the inter-luster ommuniation model. This is however beyond the sope of this paper.
Irisa



WPM 7

Figure 3: Baseline organization Figure 4: WPM organization3.1 Baseline modelOur baseline model is derived from the Alpha 21264 [13℄. It is a 64-bit, out-of-order, dual-luster mahine. We assume that the �oating-point operations are proessed in a dediatedluster not desribed in this paper. Figure 3 shows the blok diagram of this baselineorganization. As depited in the �gure, the proessor front-end (feth, deode and rename)and the data ahe are shared by all lusters. Similarly to the Alpha 21264 [13℄, we assumethat the issue queues are deoupled from the reorder bu�er and partitioned among lusters.The other omponents omprise the funtional units and the register �le whih is dupliatedonto eah luster. Both lusters are apable of issuing up to two instrutions per yle.Every 64-bit ALU an treat omplex instrutions suh as multipliation or shift operations.We assume that the sheduling of memory operations is restrited to a single luster. Inaddition, we onsider that the load/store unit is apable of proessing integer and logioperations. Sine we examine a dual-luster implementation, a fully-onneted topologyis advoated to irumvent potential resoures ontention and maximize performane. Forsupporting this topology, eah register �le (RF) opy must feature a number of write portsequal to the total number of ALUs, i.e. 4-write ports per luster.One fethed and deoded, instrutions are proeeded by the renaming stage. At thisstep, the steering logi is responsible for dispathing the instrutions to the proper luster.We rely upon an instrution steering heuristi similar to [7℄ whih steers instrutions to theluster that produes most of its operands if this luster omprises the proper funtionalunit. An instrution an only aess its soure operands from the loal RF. We assume thatinter-luster ommuniations are impliitly done by propagating every results to the loaland the remote RF. For the produing luster, data are bypassed in the same yle to allowPI no1742



8 Roheouste, Pokam & Sezne

Figure 5: Inter-luster ommuniation senario. The su�x indiates the width of theoperand.bak-to-bak exeutions, whereas broadasting data to the other luster takes additionalyles.3.2 WPM designThe basi WPM design onsidered in this study splits the integer ore into two distintlusters: (1) a main full-width luster featuring a 64-bit datapath and (2) a narrow-widthluster featuring a 16-bit datapath. As in the baseline model, eah luster is omposed of aset of funtional units (FUs) and a loal RF. The narrow-width luster features two 16-bitALUs and a loal 16-bit RF (alled narrow-width RF). As shown in Setion 4, this organiza-tion dramatially redues the overall proessor omplexity as there is no need for additionalhardware to keep trak of the di�erent datapath-width exeution modes. The narrow-widthRF has four read ports and two write ports to provide support for the exeution of twooperations per yle. The full-width luster, on the other hand, omprises a 64-bit ALU andone load/store unit apable of exeuting simple arithmeti and logi operations. A 64-bitloal RF (alled full-width RF) is provided with four read ports and two write ports to sup-port the exeution of two 64-bit operations per yle. Restriting the load/store unit to thefull-width luster is oherent with our approah sine address alulations generally operateon the full datapath-width. Figure 4 illustrates this basi WPM organization. Similar to thebaseline model, we do not onsider partitioning the proessor front-end and the data ahe.We do however need to address with are the ommuniation between the narrow-widthluster and the full-width luster.3.2.1 Inter-luster ommuniationsThe need to ommuniate data between the narrow-width luster and the full-width lusteris ditated by the propagation of data dependeny among the narrow-width operationsand the other program instrutions. Consider for instane the exeution senario depited
Irisa



WPM 9in Figure 5. Operation IN0 on the narrow-width luster produes a value that is laterneeded by operation IF1 exeuting on the full-width luster. The result of this operationis then onsumed on the narrow-width luster by operation IN2. These edges atuallylabel the data dependenies between the operations. The number of suh edge is the ut-size between the set of narrow-width operations and the other program instrutions and isatually a maximum bound on the total amount of inter-luster ommuniations, e.g. threeommuniations in the given example.A �rst naive implementation is to make eah FU on eah luster be write-onneted tothe RF of the remote luster. This will add four additional write ports on eah RF: two forthe 64-bit ALU and the load/store unit, and two others for the two 16-bit ALUs. Obviously,this is detrimental for the performane and the power onsumption onsidering the fatthat potentially 20% of the operations in the full-width luster will be ontributing to theinter-luster ommuniations (see Figure 1). The 16-bit dupliate RF shown in Figure 4 hasbeen spei�ally thought to break down this omplexity. This RF provides a opy of thenarrow-width RF and is kept synhronized with it by the funtional units in both lusters.Narrow-width luster implementation details Regarding the narrow-width luster,two write ports are provided by the 16-bit dupliate RF to allow the 16-bit ALUs to keepeah writebak register up to date with their opy in the remote luster. There are tworeasons to maintain the ALUs in the narrow-width luster fully-onneted with the remoteRF opy. First, as shown in Figure 1, the availability of narrow-width operations in programsis large enough to justify the need of more ommuniation bandwidth between the narrow-width luster and the full-width luster. Seond, Figure 1 evidenes the fat that amongthe operations that may potentially involve a remote ommuniation with the narrow-widthluster, the NFF operations are by far the largest. A NFF operation may onsume itsvalue from the 16-bit dupliate RF, meaning that the opy must have been kept up to dateby the narrow-width luster.Full-width luster implementation details In the full-width luster, two read portsand two write ports are provided by the 16-bit dupliate RF to allow the 64-bit ALU and theload/store unit to read and to write bak their result. However, only one write port is atu-ally onneted to the remote RF opy. This latter is motivated by the observation that only asmall fration of the operations exeuting on the full-width luster needs to be synhronizedwith their remote opy. In fat, these operations are restrited to the subset of instrutionsthat produe a 16-bit result, e.g. IF3 and IF1 in Figure 5. As illustrated in Figure 1 withFFN and NFN, their representativeness in programs is negligible; there is therefore noneed to provide the full write bandwidth to keep both opies synhronized. Moreover, ouranalysis showed that among those instrutions that may involve a remote ommuniationwith the narrow-width luster, a large perentage of these are atually narrow-width loads.This explains the additional port on the narrow-width RF whih is write-onneted withthe load/store unit in the full-width luster. The broadast to the remote RF opy is doneeah time the load/store unit writes to the 16-bit dupliate RF.
PI no1742



10 Roheouste, Pokam & SezneSine only the load/store unit maintains both RF opies synhronized with eah other, itis possible that a value being written bak by the 64-bit ALU in the 16-bit dupliate RFis not available in the narrow-width RF when a dependent narrow-width operation is readyto issue. In that ase, we assume the hardware automatially inserts a opy instrution toforward that value to the RF opy [22℄. Note however that this ase is rare sine the onlyoperations that may potentially ommuniate their result to the remote narrow-width lusterare FFN and NFN. These operations ontribute for less than 3% on our benhmarks (seeFigure 1). It is also important to note that only narrow-width operations an be exeutedon the narrow-width luster. The other types of operations ontaining a narrow-width data,i.e. FFN, NNF, NFN and NFF, exeute on the full-width luster and read/write theirnarrow-width data from/to the 16-bit dupliate RF. The 16-bit dupliate RF therefore servesboth as a opy of the narrow-width RF and also a loal 16-bit RF sine many values may beread and written into it without atually modifying their opy. We show indeed in Setion4 that this atually signi�antly redues the omplexity.3.2.2 Limited inter-luster onnetivityWe also explored a sheme with limited inter-luster onnetivity to further mitigate overallomplexity. In this new organization, we redue the number of write ports on the 16-bitdupliate RF from 4 to 2. In the narrow-width luster, we remove the path labelled 2 inFigure 4, meaning that only one 16-bit ALU is now able to propagate its result to the remoteRF opy. In the full-width luster, we note that there is no need to provide 2 write portson the 16-bit dupliate RF as maintaining it synhronized with the opy is done by theload/store unit. Moreover, our analysis shows that there are only a few operations (NFNand FFN) exeuting on the main luster that produe narrow-width results. Hene, itmakes sense to remove the path labelled 1 in Figure 4, but operations produing a narrow-width data will now have to be steered toward the load/store unit. Note however that the64-bit ALU an still exeute operations with narrow-width data. If the operation produesa narrow-width result, this result will have to be written bak to the 64-bit RF. Albeit amore e�ient use of omputing resoures an be realized by doing so, it should be notiedthat we may however miss some optimization opportunities.We also propose to optimize the number of inter-luster ommuniations as a smallfration of the integer operations exeuting on the full-width luster use and produe narrow-width data. For this purpose, we advoate using a opy instrution sheme [22℄ to updatethe ontent of a 16-bit register only when neessary. This approah an lead to signi�antpower savings in the interonnet fabri and register �les. Nevertheless, using this approahmay also have a negative impat on the overall performane as the onsuming operations willbe delayed until the opy instrutions write their results bak. To mitigate the performanedegradation, we propose to broadast the value of load operations as done in the basi WPM.It makes sense to do so as we observed that load operations whih produe narrow-widthdata are relatively frequent at runtime. However, a more e�ient optimization would berelated to the use of a narrow-width usage preditor to predit on whih luster a value willlikely be onsumed. This sheme ould be very e�etive in both reduing the number ofIrisa



WPM 11ommuniations and improving performane while also eluding the needs of a opy operationsheme. Examining this approah is however left for future researh.4 Complexity AnalysisIn this setion, we aim to ompare the implementation omplexity of the baseline partitionedproessor presented in Setion 3 with the WPM. We onsider two implementations of WPMfor the omparison. The �rst one is alled WPM basi. It orresponds to the basi WPMon�guration desribed in Setion 3.2.1. The seond implementation is alled WPM limited.It redues the number of write ports on the 16-bit dupliate RF of WPM basi to 2 (seeSetion 3.2.2). The omparison will mainly emphasize the omplexity-e�etiveness of thefollowing main proessor strutures: the register �le, the bypass network, the wakeup andselet logi, and the interonnet.4.1 Register �leThe omplexity of the register �le is mainly haraterized by three fators: the area, theaess time and the power onsumption. For the last two points, we based our estimationson CACTI [28℄, whih we modi�ed appropriately to model a register �le1. For all the resultspresented in this setion, we assume a 0.13µm CMOS proess tehnology for the registerell implementation.Silion area For a onventional multi-ported register �le featuring Nread ports and Nwriteports, a total of Nread bitlines, Nread wordline, 2×Nwrite bitlines along with Nwrite wordlinewires must ross eah memory ell. Equation (1) depits the silion area that is typiallydevoted to a physial register featuring Nregs registers omprised of Rwidth bits eah. In thegiven equation, ω denotes the width of a wire [29℄.
Nregs ×Rwidth × ω

2
× (Nread + Nwrite)× (Nread + 2×Nwrite)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

cell size

(1)Equation (1) shows that the area devoted to the register �le is the produt of the numberof registers, Nregs, the number of bit per register, Rwidth, and the size of a memory ell.The area thus inreases linearly with the number of bits and size of the register �le, whereasit grows more than quadratially with inreasing number of read/write ports. In WPM,the treatment of narrow-width operations is deoupled from that of the other programinstrutions, yielding a dramati redution of Rwidth. This yields a signi�ant area redution(about 81%) as shown in Table 1, i.e luster 1 in WPM basi and WPM limited. In thefull-width luster, the number of write ports on the 64-bit register �le is halved. The totalarea redution of the RFs in the main luster (luster 0 in Table 1) is about 34% for thebasi WPM and 43% for the limited-onnetivity WPM.1The tag path has been omitted
PI no1742



12 Roheouste, Pokam & SezneConventional WPM basi WPM limitedluster 0 1 0 1 0 1RF 1 1 2 1 2 1reg. width (in bits) 64 64 64/16 16 64/16 16nb of registers 80 80 80/80 80 80/80 80(R,W) ports (4,4) (4,4) (4,2)/(2,4) (4,3) (4,2)/(2,2) (4,3)RF area (x ω
2) 491520 491520 245760 + 76800 89600 245760 + 30720 89600Area redution - - 34% 81% 43% 81%RF aess time 0.6326 0.6326 0.6000/0.5278 0.5342 0.6000/0.4916 0.5342Aess time redution - - min(6%,16%) 15% min(6%,22%) 15%RF nJ/aess 0.5431 0.5431 0.4267/0.1977 0.3500 0.4267/0.1571 0.3500Energy redution - - 21%/63% 35% 21%/71% 35%Table 1: Estimate of RF omplexity. Energy onsumption is average energy per read/writeaess.Aess time The aess time of a register �le is mainly dominated by the wire propagationdelay. As the size and the area of the register �le inrease, signals propagate along long wires,resulting into larger propagation delays. Sine WPM redues the width of the narrow-widthregister �le by almost a fator of four, shorter word-lines are required to propagate signals.In the narrow-width luster, this translates into signi�ant aess time redution omparedwith the onventional proessor, about 15% as evidened in Table 1. In the full-width luster,the register �le aess time is dominated by the aess time of the 64-bit register �le. Sinethe number of write ports on that register �le has been halved, wires length is redued,resulting into smaller aess time (6% less than the baseline model). Therefore, WPM stillproves to be more omplexity-e�etive as ompared to the onventional proessor.Power onsumption The register �le layout as well as the number of ports attahed toit have a dramati impat on the power onsumption. On eah register �le aess, one ormore word-lines go high, while all bit-lines are preharged and sensed in order to determinethe state of the attahed register ells. In WPM, with the bitwidth size redution, onlya small fration of these bit-lines are driven. This yields a signi�ant energy redution ofthe narrow-width RFs, about 35% as shown in Table 1. The wires length inreases with thenumber of ports, raising the wire apaitane signi�antly. With WPM, the number of writeports on the 64-bit RF is halved. Hene, the wire apaitane is redued, explaining theenergy savings of the full-width RF (21% to 71%) as shown in Table 1. As a result, WPMonsumes less energy on a register �le aess as ompared with the onventional model sinethe energy per aess is lower in all ases.4.2 Bypass networkBypassing allows the result of an operation to be onsumed by another dependent operationbefore it gets written to the register �le. The omplexity of the bypass network is dominatedby the number of bypass paths and the time required for a value to be propagated along
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WPM 13eah of these paths. In our basi WPM design, any operation on the full-width lusteran have its input operand oming from one of six soures: the 64-bit ALU, the load/storeunit, the two 16-bit ALUs of the narrow-width lusters, the dupliate 16-bit register �le andthe 64-bit register �le. As a onsequene, operand muxes with a fan-in of 6 are requiredto gate an operand soure to its FU. In the onventional proessor model, a fan-in of 5 isrequired instead. Hene, this design slightly inreases the omplexity of the bypass networkat that point. However, we believe the substantial omplexity redution obtained elsewhere(e.g. register �le, interonnet) will likely make up for the slight inrease in area and aesstime due to these muxes. Note however that, with the limited-onnetivity WPM design, thebypass omplexity of both approahes beome equivalent. In addition, the bypass omplexityon the narrow-width luster is always redued sine the orresponding fan-in is at most 4.4.3 Wake-up and selet logiOn a modern supersalar mahine, an operation waits in the issue window for its soureoperands to beome available before being steered to a partiular FU. Assuming a dyadiinstrution with up to n distint produers that may produe a value for eah one of its soureoperands, a total of 2 ∗n omparators must be implemented in the wakeup logi to trak allthese possible wakeup points. With our baseline WPM design, 4 possible wakeup souresmust be monitored on the full-width luster, ompared to 3 on the narrow-width luster.With the onventional proessor, the number of distint wakeup points is 4. These designsare therefore equivalent with a slight advantage to our approah regarding narrow-widthoperations. Note however that with the limited-onnetivity WPM design, the number ofwakeup soures on the full-width luster drops from 4 to 3.4.4 Interonnet fabriThe impat of the interonnet on the area, power and delay is expeted to grow as thedevie features beome smaller. This trend intensi�es on partitioned miroarhitetures aslong interonnet wires are required to onnet distant lusters. Reent researh in this linereveal that up to 50% of the total dynami power onsumption is due to the interonnets[19℄, while a signi�ant performane degradation an be attributed to interonnetion delaysas devie features get smaller [27, 12℄. In this setion, we show how WPMs an help to taklethese issues.Interonnet area Figure 6 illustrates the physial layout of a wire. The physial designof wires imposes a minimum spaing between them to mitigate the performane degradationsdue to sidewall apaitane between parallel adjaent wires. The area oupied by wires isproportional to the number of wires, the width of a wire and its length [27℄. In the onven-tional model, the data transfer between lusters involves sending 64-bit of data. Hene, eahinter-luster onnetion requires 64 wires. Using WPM, the number of interonnet wires isredued by four.
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14 Roheouste, Pokam & Sezne
Figure 6: Wire layoutInteronnet power The power dissipated by wires [12℄ is generally expressed as P =

a ∗ f ∗ Nwire ∗ C ∗ V 2. In the given equation, a represents the ativity fator on the wire,
f is the wire swithing frequeny, Nwire models the number of wires, C is the wire apa-itane, while V is the voltage swing. Sine WPM redues the value of Nwire by four, theativity fator a and the swithing frequeny f get also redued as fewer wires implies ahigh likelihood of having smaller values of the e�etive swithing frequeny a ∗ f . As a on-sequene, ompared to a onventional lustered arhiteture, WPM provides the potentialof signi�antly reduing the interonnet power onsumption.Opportunity for redued delays So far, we have assumed working with homogeneousinteronnet wires, i.e. the physial harateristis of the wire shown in Figure 6 were keptthe same throughout this study. However, it is possible to vary these physial harater-istis to redue the interonnet delay or power onsumption. The main idea is to takeadvantage of the area redution obtained with WPMs (see paragraph above) to design wireswith appropriate harateristis that may aelerate the data ommuniation time betweennarrow-width and full-width lusters.

Rwire =
ρ

(Height − barrier)(width − 2 ∗ barrier)
(2)

Cwire = ǫ0(2Kǫhoriz

Height

Spacing
+ 2ǫvert

Width

lspacing
)

+ fringe(ǫhoriz, ǫvert) (3)To see how this may be ahieved, onsider a wire with resistane Rwire and apaitane
Cwire, shown in Equation (2) and Equation (3), respetively [12℄. In the above equations, ρis the material resistivity, H and W represent the height and the width of the wire, b modelsthe thin barrier that prevents opper from di�using into surrounding oxide, the various ǫrepresent the di�erent dieletri onstants for vertial and horizontal apaitors, K aountsfor the Miller-e�et, while lspacing is the spaing between adjaent metal layers. The delay,
D, at whih data are transfered along wires is proportional to Rwire × Cwire. Irisa



WPM 15To improve the delay, D, it is su�ient to inrease the wire width and spaing in Rwireand Cwire, respetively. This results into a signi�ant redution of the delay, but at the ostof inrease area overhead. Our design suits well suh a purpose sine, usually, interonnetwires of less than 20 bits are onsidered for this type of implementation [2℄. In suh ases, theresulting area oupany is somewhat equivalent to that of the onventional arhiteture with64-bit wires optimized for bandwidth, i.e. wires with small width and spaing. In addition,sine the spaing is inreased in Cwire, the apaitane itself gets redued, resulting ina signi�ant redution of the wire power onsumption. It has reently been shown thatthis tehnique an be inorporated into modern proessors with only marginal inrease inomplexity [2℄. The authors reported a 70% redution of the delay and 16% redution of thedynami power onsumption when ompared with a wire that is optimized for bandwidthas in the onventional proessor ase. Considering the potential redutions of the delay andpower onsumption we just elaborated, we believe that WPMs provide a strong motivationfor the deployment of suh heterogeneous interonnets.5 Instrution Steering MehanismVarious steering shemes [3, 7, 9, 21, 1℄ have been onsidered in the literature for alloatinginstrutions to lusters. Most of these shemes relied upon heuristis that strive to minimizeommuniations and workload imbalane. In our study, we showed that both the amountof ommuniation and the load balaning among lusters are very tight to the availabilityand the distribution of narrow-width operations in programs (see Setion 2). Hene, themain hallenge with WPM is to reveal all the narrow-width instrutions. Several studies[18, 24℄ have pointed out the strong preditability of data width. These studies show thatsimple shemes are apable of ahieving high data-width overage, about 95%. This setiononsiders a simple data-width preditor sheme to unover narrow-width operations. Weshow how this preditor an be integrated into the steering mehanism to speulativelysteer instrutions to the proper luster. Finally, sine a wrong data-width predition leadto an erroneous exeution, we show how a replay mehanism orrets this at runtime.5.1 Data-width preditorThe data-width preditor is used to identify the program instrutions that produe a narrow-width result. The bitwidth of memory operations is also predited. To keep trak of previousdata-width preditions, we maintain an array of 3-bit saturating ounters indexed by theinstrution address. Sine we use the instrution address to index the array, the table lookupan be performed as soon as the instrution address is known and will therefore not lie onthe ritial path. An operation is predited to be narrow-width whenever the ounter issaturated. Otherwise, it is onsidered to be a full-width. In our study, we disriminatebetween two types of data-width mispreditions. A onservative mispredition takes plaewhenever a data-width larger than the e�etive data-width is predited. A onservativedoes not a�et the exeution and re�ets the number of optimization opportunities that
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16 Roheouste, Pokam & Sezne

Figure 7: 3-bit bimodal data-width mispredition rates. Eah bar orresponds to 4K, 8K,and 16K entries.we might miss. An e�etive mispredition ours whenever a data-width is predited witha narrower size than the e�etive data-width. In this latter ase, it is neessary to resortto the reovery mehanism desribed in setion 5.3. The saturating ounter is updated asfollows: it is inremented upon enountering a narrow-width operation and reset to zeroupon enountering a full-width operation. The rationale behind doing so is to inrease theauray of narrow-width operations preditions at the ost of missing some optimizationopportunities. Note that adding more hysteresis bits an further redue the number ofe�etive mispreditions.Figure 7 illustrates the mispredition rates of this data-width preditor. Table sizes rang-ing from 4K to 16K have been onsidered. The results disriminate between onservativemispreditions and e�etive mispreditions. In average, around 2.5% of onservative mispre-ditions and around 0.1% of e�etive mispreditions are enountered for a preditor tablefeaturing only 4K entries. Note that a few benhmarks (g, vortex) enounter a signi�antonservative mispredition rate, but still exhibit a low e�etive mispredition rate (< 0.5%).We observed that these benhmarks might bene�t from inreasing the preditor table size.5.2 Speulative instrution steeringOur steering mehanism assigns lusters to instrutions being renamed aording to theloation of the soure operands along with the deision of the data-width preditor. Thissimple heuristi onsiderably simpli�es the steering logi. It is possible to onsider moreompliated heuristis based upon dependeny hain information among operations so thatperformane is maximized. Using suh approah, however, would likely plae the steeringlogi in the ritial path as more logi will be needed. Note that as there exists only oneload/store unit, memory operations are sheduled on the main luster. We assume that the
Irisa



WPM 17renaming proess is aware of the register �le a�liation to lusters, this an be done throughan expliit numbering of the physial register addresses, e.g. odd/even numbering.The steering of instrutions to lusters proeeds as follows. Let us onsider I, the instru-tion to be steered. Depending upon the physial loation of I's soure operands, two asesmay our:
• All the soure operands of I reside in the narrow-width RF (16-bit). In this ase, if thedata-width preditor outome indiates a 16-bit data-width, I has to be dispathed tothe narrow-width luster. Otherwise, I will be assigned to the full-width luster.
• Any soure operands of I reside in the full-width RF (64-bit). In this ase, we make theonservative deision to dispath I to the main (full-width) luster. If the data-widthpreditor outome indiates a 16-bit data-width, I will produe its operand on the16-bit dupliate RF. Otherwise, the result of I will have to be written bak onto the64-bit RF.5.3 Reovery mehanismIn our study, we assume that a mispredition is deteted at the exeution stage by a zerodetetion logi whih is available in many urrent implementations [4℄. Whenever an e�etivemispredition ours, a replay trap must be triggered by the hardware. In this ase, thepipeline in eah luster must be �ushed to prevent from any potential resoure deadloks.Predition tables are updated and instrutions are then reassigned aordingly. In ourontext, using the reovery mehanism is similar in ost to a branh mispredition reovery.Furthermore, both strutures involve the same operations. Hene, the logi required forthe reovery mehanism an be shared with the data-width preditor so that the hardwareomplexity is made negligible.6 WPM EvaluationIn the previous setions, we argued that WPM redues the omplexity of a onventionallustered proessor. In this setion, we present an evaluation of WPM, showing how itompares with the baseline model.6.1 Simulation methodologyFor our experiments, we used a modi�ed version of the MASE miroarhitetural simula-tor whih is based on SimpleSalar [16℄. In partiular, MASE was modi�ed to model thelustering of integer FUs and the dupliation of integer RFs. The modi�ations take intoaount the ontentions on the luster interonnet, the issue queues, the physial register�les and the register renaming. We also model the bimodal data-width preditor along withthe data-width reovery mehanism. Our baseline miroarhiteture is derived after thePI no1742



18 Roheouste, Pokam & SezneParameter Con�gurationFeth queue 16Branh preditor bimodalData-width preditor 4k 3-bit bimodalFeth width 4Issue width 2 per lusterDeode width 4Retire width 4Issue queue 16 per lusterFUs (64-bit) ALU + LD/STFUs (16-bit) 2 ALUsRegister �le 80ROB 64LSQ 16homog. interonnet delay 2 ylesheter. interonnet delay 1 yle64-bit interonnet power 1.016-bit interonnet power 0.84Table 2: Simulated mahine parameters.

MediaBenhBenhmark Inputepi test_image.pgm [.pgm.E℄g721 linton.g721 [.pm℄ghostsript test.ppmjpeg testout.ppm [.jpeg℄mesa -mpeg2 mei16v2.m2v out.m2vpegwit pegwit.en [.de℄SPECInt2000Benhmark Inputbzip2 input.graphig silab.igzip input.randommf inp.inparser ref.invortex lendian1.rawvpr plae.inTable 3: Benhmark appliations.Alpha 21264 [13℄. Table 2 summarizes the main mahine parameters assumed for the rest ofthis study. The relative delay estimates as well as the relative power onsumption values forthe homogeneous and the heterogeneous interonnets are diretly derived from [2℄. Notethat the proessing of �oating-point operations is done in a separate luster as in the Alpha21264. Two WPM on�gurations are onsidered for omparison with the baseline proessorintrodued in Setion 3.1. These are the basi WPM desribed in Setion 3.2.1 and thelimited-onnetivity WPM disussed in Setion 3.2.2.We onduted our evaluation with several benhmarks olleted from MediaBenh andSPEC2000. All appliations were ompiled with the PISA g ompiler using -02 and -funroll-loops optimization �ags. Table 3 presents the benhmarks along with the input datasets used for olleting the performane numbers. The appliations whih exeute with fewerthan 300 millions instrutions were run until ompletion. For the others, we fast-forwardedpast 100 million instrutions and simulated over 200 millions instrutions.6.2 Workload balaneWorkload balane is a ritial fator for performane in a lustered miroarhiteture. If theharge on a luster is unbalaned with respet to another, performane may be signi�antlyimpaired sine one luster might be overloaded while the other might be idle for most of theexeution. We estimated the workload balane in WPM as the di�erene in the number ofready instrutions in eah luster at eah yle [7℄, i.e. a zero di�erene identi�es a perfetbalane senario, a di�erene of one means one luster has one more instrution than theother, et. The results presented in Figure 8 onsider the workload balane distribution ofour basi WPM implementation featuring a 4k bimodal data-width preditor. It is shownIrisa



WPM 19

Figure 8: Workload balane distribution for MediaBenh (left) and SPEC2k (right) benh-marks.that, on average, the lusters workload is very well-balaned for about 50% of the programexeution ([0-2℄ di�erenes) whereas it is reasonably balaned for 80% of the exeution ([0-5℄di�erenes). Considering the asymmetri nature of our WPM implementation, these resultsappear to be yet very promising. In addition, we only onsider a simpli�ed steering heuristiwhih does not rely upon any workload information. It may therefore be feasible to improvethe WPM steering mehanism but at the ost of missing some narrow-width optimizations.6.3 Performane impatWe onsidered the balaned RBMS steering heuristi [7℄ to assign lusters to instrutions inthe baseline miroarhiteture. The balaned RBMS heuristi tries to minimize the numberof ommuniations by steering dependent operations to the same luster while also takinginto onsideration the harge of the lusters. For a onventional lustered miroarhiteture,the performane degradation - measured in terms of overall IPC - primarily depends uponthe workload distribution and the number of inter-luster ommuniations. For a WPM,data-width mispreditions may further a�et performane as additional yles are needed forreovering to a orret state. To exhibit the e�etiveness of our proposal without aountingfor the impat of mispreditions, we implemented a basi WPM featuring an orale data-width preditor. Figure 9 shows the performane degradation with the baseline model fordi�erent WPM on�gurations.As shown in Figure 9, the average performane of the basi WPM with an orale bitwidthpreditor is very lose to that of the onventional lustered model that uses a omplexsteering mehanism. We an, however, notie that some appliations (epi, mpeg2_deode,unepi) perform better on the basi WPM featuring an orale width-preditor than on thebaseline model. We observed that this is due to the fat that the workload is very unbal-aned on these appliations when onsidering the baseline steering heuristi. Considering aPI no1742



20 Roheouste, Pokam & Sezne

Figure 9: IPC variation.realisti data-width preditor adds of ourse some overhead. Figure 9 shows indeed that theperformane is degraded by about 6% on average for the basi WPM with a bimodal data-width preditor. First, this degradation aounts for the data-width mispreditions and theost of the replay. On the other hand, this degradation also depends upon the distribution ofthe narrow-width operations whih is determined by the data-width preditor. By referringto Figure 7, we an observe that some benhmarks (g, mf, vortex) exhibit a high numberof onservative mispreditions. However, this doesn't a�et the performane sine only thee�etive mispreditions are driving the replay, whih really is the performane bottlenek.In addition, the relative good workload balane of these appliations also ontributes tokeep this overhead low. The additional performane degradation observed with the limitedWPM sheme is prinipally due to the opy instrutions that need to be sheduled eah timean operation must onsume an operand value that is only available remotely. These opyoperations are meant to synhronize a loal RF with its remote opy. The lateny of theopy operation is therefore equal the delay of the interonnet. As a result, the dependentoperation must stall that long until the operand value is available loally. Figure 9 showsthat this may have a detrimental impat on performane, with an average slowdown of al-most 13% observed on the benhmarks. However, as noted earlier (see Setion 3.2.2), byonsidering a data-width usage preditor, opy instrutions may be issued speulatively be-fore use, just after an operation is issued that may produe a narrow-width value onsumedremotely. This approah would be very e�etive to mitigate the performane degradationobserved with the limited WPM sheme. Finally, we also onsidered an implementation withan heterogeneous interonnet whih is able to propagate the data twie as faster than in thebaseline lustered model. With this sheme, Figure 9 shows that an average performaneimprovement of 6% is observed for the basi WPM and a performane degradation of 1%is obtained for the limited WPM as ompared to the baseline lustered model. Note thatthese results onsider a very onservative heterogeneous interonnet delay. For instane, as
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WPM 21

Figure 10: Power savings breakdown (ALU, RF, interonnet (IC)).for omparison, [2℄ onsiders that the wire delay of the heterogeneous interonnet an beredued by a fator of 3.6.4 Power redutionWith respet to a onventional supersalar proessor, a lustered arhiteture an ahievesigni�ant energy savings due to the derease in omplexity of various ritial proessor om-ponents. Our WPM model bene�ts from these energy savings while further reduing powerdissipation in most of the datapath omponents. In the �rst plae, the power onsumptionof the funtional units designed to treat the narrow-width operations dereases by a linearfator as noted in [24℄. As disussed in setion 4.1, the energy onsumption of the register�les is dramatially lowered due to a derease in the number of aess ports and the width ofregisters. As a result of exlusively ommuniating narrow-width values, energy dissipatedin the interonnet fabri is also redued in a signi�ant way. Energy savings in the latterstruture result from both the redution in the number of wires used and the infrequentourrene of inter-luster ommuniations. Note that WPM may still involves additionalpower overhead due to resorting to a speulative sheme and the use of extra multiplexorsin the bypass network. For minimizing the power impat of the data-width preditor, weonsidered a relatively small history table whih dissipates a tolerable amount of power [23℄.Overall, we believe that the resulting power overhead is negligible ompared to the energysavings obtained by the other WPM omponents.Figure 10 reports the energy savings realized by the basi and the limited-onnetivityWPM implementations as ompared to the baseline model. The �rst bar represents theenergy gain realized by the funtional units. On average, it an be seen that using thebasi WPM implementation yields a 20% energy redution, whereas onsidering the limited-onnetivity WPM up to 13% of the ALU energy an be saved. This di�erene stems fromthe fat that the limited-onnetivity model soliits more the use of funtional units forproessing the opy instrutions. One may therefore optimize the energy onsumption of thePI no1742



22 Roheouste, Pokam & Seznelimited-onnetivity model by re�ning the steering heuristi so that it minimizes the inter-luster ommuniations. Next, we an observe that up to 50% of the RF energy onsumptionis saved with both the basi and the limited WPM implementations. The di�erene in theenergy savings is not signi�ant as the treatment of the opy instrutions in the limited WPMsheme onsumes extra energy when the operand value that needs to be ommuniated isaessed. Power savings realized in the interonnet fabri are the most signi�ant in ourapproah. Indeed, up to 60% of the energy is saved with the basi WPM implementation,while 80% of energy redution is ahieved with the limited-onnetivity model. Note thatwe did not onsidered lower-power wires that an further redue the energy dissipation by afator of 3 [2℄. Considering that modern miroproessors dissipate a large amount of powerin the interonnet fabri (50% in the Pentium 4 [19℄), our WPM proposal might havetherefore a signi�ant impat on the overall miroproessor power onsumption. It shouldbe noted that employing a WPM also helps reduing the leakage power in the data-pathomponents. For instane, Balasubramonian et al. [2℄ denote that the stati power in theinteronnet fabri an be redued by a fator ranging from 1.26 to 3 when using a smallnumber of wires. Using narrow-width strutures also helps takling the stati energy of theRF and FUs.7 Related WorkSeveral tehniques have been proposed to takle the omplexity growth assoiated withsaling up the performane of modern supersalar proessors. One approah, partition-ing, onsists of arranging the resoures of a proessor into lusters. The other approahonsidered in this paper onsists of takling the omplexity growth problem by exploitingnarrow-width data. Eah of these approahes are examined in the next setions.7.1 Partitioned miroarhiteturesIn a partitioned miroarhiteture, the ritial proessor omponents are arranged intosmaller omputational units, alled lusters. A luster represents the omplexity-e�etiveounterpart of a entralized design; it an therefore be amenable to sustain higher lokrates. In addition, a lustered miroarhiteture an sale to larger issue-width sine theparallelism an be distributed aross the lusters. Several researh papers disussed vari-ants of this type of arhiteture [21, 9, 1℄. Unlike a entralized design, data produed onone luster may be ommuniated to another luster using an interonnet fabri. Sinethe lateny of the interonnet fabri is higher than the intra-luser lateny, the instrutionsteering logi should try to minimize the inter-luster ommuniations, while at the sametime balaning the workload among the lusters. Multiple heuristis for the instrutionsteering logi have been proposed in the literature [3, 7, 9, 21, 1℄. This paper ontrasts withthese previous works by onsidering a new heuristi for the instrution steering logi basedon narrow-width data whih also proves to balane the workload among lusters.
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WPM 23Attempts to exploit partitioning to redue the omplexity of the register �le inlude theAlpha 21264 [13℄. The Alpha 21264 provides eah luster with a opy of the register �le(RF). This approah redues the number of read ports, but requires eah RF opy to havethe same number of write ports as there are funtional units. Sezne et al. [26℄ improvedthis approah by reduing the number of write ports through write speialization. Ourapproah onsiders a di�erent lustering motivation to takle proessor omplexity, i.e. thenarrow-width operations property of programs, but still an take advantage of this tehniqueto further redue the omplexity.In an independent study, Gonzalez et al. [11℄ reently examined a partitioned designwhih shares some similarities with our proposal, as it is also based on the narrow-widthproperty of programs. However, while we exploit narrow width to redue the omplexityof some ritial datapath omponents and to redue power onsumption, Gonzalez et al[11℄ foused on a performane-oriented design. An asymmetri proessor organization thatdistributes the exeution ore among two lusters is proposed. It features a regular 64-bit luster and a narrow 20-bit luster with limited resoures but running at twie thelok frequeny. For this design, it is therefore desirable to steer most of the programinstrutions towards the narrow luster for enabling performane gains. A onventionaldata-width preditor is used for that purpose. A �rst di�erene with our approah is thataddress omputations with invariant high-order bits are also onsidered; thereby enablingabout 75% of the instrutions to be exeuted on the narrow luster but at the ost of asigni�ant workload imbalane. Despite this partitioned design is shown to slightly improveperformane, it is muh more di�ult to assert its impats on the proessor omplexity.Doubling the narrow ore frequeny also involve to double the frequeny of other omponentlogis (e.g. wake-up and issue logi) and leads to a orresponding inrease of the poweronsumption. Many omplex artefats are also required, as for instane the replay logi inase of width mispredition and the TLB mehanisms. No omplexity nor power analysiswere disussed throughout the paper. Unlike their study, we provide a detailed analysis ofthe proessor omplexity fators whih demonstrate the feasibility of the WPM model. Ourwork also introdues many unique features (RF dupliate) whih have been shown to furtherredue the proessor omplexity with only little impats on performane.7.2 Exploiting narrow-width operandsThe observation that most of the appliations an be exuted by a narrow datapathwas dueto Brooks et al. [4℄. They oined as narrow-width operands data that an be representedwith less than 16-bits datapath. This setion is onerned with optimization shemes thatdiretly make use of narrow-width operands.7.2.1 Narrow-width optimizationsA miroarhiteture whih is not aware of the narrow-width data property would exerisethe full datapath-width upon eah instrution exeution, irrespetive of the size of the data.Hene, one approah to make e�iently use of the narrow-width data is to optimize aPI no1742



24 Roheouste, Pokam & Sezneproessor for power-e�ieny, reduing the e�etive number of transitions that takes plaeon the datapath. Implementations of this approah inlude [4, 5, 6, 24℄. Other approaheshave onsidered instead using the empty bitwidth slies on the datapath to inrease thee�etive issue width by allowing several narrow-width data to share the datapath [25, 18, 20℄.7.2.2 Register �le optimizationsThere are two major ontributors to the register �le omplexity: the aess time, whihis strongly orrelated with the number of physial registers, and the area/power whih islargely determined by the number of available read/write ports. This setion is onernedwith some of the reent proposals that exploit narrow-width data to takle these issues.Lipasti et al. [17℄ addressed the ase of reduing the pressure on the register �le by makinge�etive use of the available physial registers. The idea is based on the observation that thetime between the last read and the release dominates a physial register lifetime, whereasmostly only few bits are required to represent the data values stored in these registers.Hene, the authors proposed to early freeing up registers ontaining narrow-width data bystoring their ontent in the ID �eld of the register map table. The range of narrow-widthvalues that an be overed by this sheme is therefore strongly dependent on the bit-widthof the ID �eld. For a typial register �le of size 64, only 8-bits index would be availablein the register map table. To address a larger range of narrow-width values, the size ofthe map table would have to be saled aordingly. It is obvious that this is not withoutonsequenes on the miroarhiteture.Ergin et al. [8℄ proposed to exploit narrow-width data by means of register paking.Similar to the SIMD programming model [15℄, the authors propose to pak several narrow-width data into a single register, making e�etive use of available registers; thus reduingthe pressure on the register �le. For a onventional 64-bit register �le, for instane, eahregister is divided into four partitions of size 16-bit eah. A narrow-width value is allowed tobe represented with any partition ombination. This sheme has the potential to ompliatethe miroarhiteture (e.g. the register read stage) as a narrow-width value may now oupyany partition ombination inside a register.Pokam et al. [24℄ proposed the byte-slie register �le to redue the energy onsumptionof a register �le. A 32-bit onventional register �le is partitioned into three slies of size 8-,8-, and 16-bit eah. A data an be plaed into the lowest 8-bit slie or into the �rst two 8-bitslies to represent a narrow-width value of size 8-bit or 16-bit, respetively. When operatingin one of these narrow-width modes, the unused upper slies of the register �le are put intoa drowsy-mode [10℄ to save stati energy. This sheme requires signi�ant modi�ations tothe memory ells.The proposal by Kondo et al. [14℄ is somewhat similar to [24℄ and [8℄. They presented adetailed implementation of a bit-partition register �le that takes advantage of narrow-widthdata by dividing a onventional register �le into bit-partitions of equal size. Eah suh bit-partition an hold a di�erent narrow-width data. Hene, this approah is somewhat similarin omplexity to [8℄.
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WPM 25We believe it is not always obvious to assess the impat of these various proposals onthe miroarhiteture. The register �le is at the heart of the proessor performane, suhthat any hange it undergoes is likely to have a detrimental e�et on the yle time. On theother hand, lustered arhitetures have already demonstrated their potential to redue theomplexity growth. Our approah thus naturally ombines these two proposals and proves,in e�et, to be very e�etive to eliminate most of the overhead found in previous work.8 ConlusionsUsing 64-bit ISAs in general-purpose omputing (PCs, servers, ..) has beome mainstream.Therefore datapaths on urrent proessors are 64-bit wide. However, the analysis of work-loads show that appliations are also ontaining a very signi�ant proportion of narrow-widthoperands. Moreover, the use of these narrow-width operands is often evenly distributedover the overall exeution. To address this issue, we introdued a new design, alled width-partitioned miroarhitetures (WPM), to help master the hardware omplexity of super-salar proessors. Through featuring a full-width luster and a narrow-width luster, WPMexploits the natural distribution of the narrow-width and the larger data-width operationsfound in programs to balane the workload among the lusters.We showed that suh a partitioning approah greatly redues the omplexity of existingmiroarhitetures. We showed indeed that WPM signi�antly redues the area and thepower overhead of the register �le and the interonnet fabri, giving thus rise to moreaggressive implementations. In addition, we also demonstrated that WPM allows to breakdown the omplexity of several ritial proessor strutures inluding the register �le, thewakeup and the selet logi, and the bypass network. Overall, the performane of WPMsare very promising. Our evaluation showed that, using a WPM arhiteture instead of alassial 64-bit 2-luster arhiteture, more than 50% of the power onsumption an be savedon the register �le and the interonnet fabri with only a performane overhead of less than6%. Moreover using narrow-width may allow to use more aggressive luster interonnetionimplementations and may even result in performane improvement as illustrated in Setion6.3.Further researh is needed to investigate ways to improve WPMs. For instane, thesensitivity to the bitwidth preditor has not been studied in depth; although it is very likelythat more aggressive bitwidth preditors will improve the apability of WPM. In addition,it would be equally interesting to study the salability of WPM. In partiular, an interestingquestion is how should the narrow-width lusters sale with inreasing issue width? Onthe other hand, this study has only onsidered the integer funtional units for purpose ofsimpliity. However, it is very likely that other strutures may also bene�t from WPM aswell. Potential strutures like these whih may be worth to look at inlude the data ahe.Indeed, sine the load-store unit an be distributed among lusters, it will be interesting toinvestigate the issues of partitioning the data ahe along with the narrow-width luster.
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